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after a couple of years of working on an android application, i decided to take a break and do some reverse engineering. i was really intrigued by the concept of reverse engineering. so, i tried to get the basics down and then i started with my
first project. i decided to reverse engineer a simple application to understand what i was doing. i had a very basic idea of what an android application consisted of, and i wanted to understand how it worked from the inside. i started working on

an application that would show me more information about the other applications on my phone. the application was successful enough that i decided to make it even more useful. i started looking at the other apps on my phone, and i wanted to
learn how they worked. i went through the same process again. i read about what they do, i read about how they do it and i learned about the various apis they use. i started reverse engineering the android applications on my phone and i

managed to reverse engineer a bunch of them. my android apps were fun to reverse engineer and i really enjoyed doing it. but, i wanted to do more. i wanted to learn more about android. i wanted to learn more about the android framework,
the android ecosystem and i wanted to learn more about the source code of android applications. i didn't have the necessary knowledge to create my own applications. so, i started researching on the internet, and i came across a few blogs by

people who had reverse engineered android applications. some people had learned about reverse engineering from books, others from their own experience. i learned about the steps to start reverse engineering an application.
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we will start with a simple app called checkerboard. it is a typical checkerboard grid app. we are going to reverse it and add some debug statements to see how certain parameters are being generated. even though this app is really simple, it is a good place to start because there is a lot of
information about what types of parameters are used for certain api calls. this will allow us to figure out how to generate these parameters. disclaimer: this is a tutorial on how to reverse an application. if you are not into piracy, you shouldnt do anything illegal with this knowledge. i have

censored the name of the app and the package names. if you see an app called checkerboard in a package name of com.company.packagename then you know that it is the checkerboard app. i am going to use ndk version r8c to reverse this application. to get it started, i will first download
the checkerboard apk from the play store. once i have the apk in a directory, i will call the jeb command and specify that as the apk file: from here, i will be using the jeb decompiler v3.7.0 -> latest version from the website. this is the recommended tool as the previous version (v3.6.0) had

several issues that were not fixed. the decompiler will download and decompile the.jar file, parse out the dex files and generate class files. /system/app/org.kodein.jeb.decompiler /system/app/org.decompiler.provider /system/app/org.provider.jeb /system/framework/org.decompiler
/system/framework/org.provider /system/framework/org.so /system/system-images/android/mako/ /system/system-images/android/oem/ /system/system-images/android/goldfish/ /system/system-images/android/manta/ /system/system-images/android/paul/ /system/system-

images/android/beagle/ /system/system-images/android/hammerhead/ /system/system-images/android/lge-g6/ /system/system-images/android/hammerhead/ /system/system-images/android/oem-lge/ /system/system-images/android/paul/lge-p1/ /system/system-images/android/goldfish/lge-g5/
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